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It's Déjà Vu

Oil and Gas: State of the Industry
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• Since hitting an all-time high of 1,609 a year ago, U.S. oil rigs operating has fallen 

by an average of 20 a week as higher cost drillers curb costs due to low prices. 

Total oil rigs running totaled 605, a more than 62% decline, as of 10/09/15

• The current rig count is pointing to U.S. production declining sequentially between 

2Q15 and 4Q15 by 255,000 barrels per day

• OPEC forecast on Monday that demand for its oil in 2016 would be much higher 

than previously thought as its strategy of letting prices fall hits U.S. shale oil 

supplies

• In its monthly report, the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries 

forecast the world would need 30.82 million barrels per day (bpd) from the group 

next year, up 510,000 bpd from its previous projection [OPEC/M]

• U.S. oil production will decline for the first time in eight years in 2016, says OPEC, 

expecting a fall of 60K bpd to 280K vs. the previously expected increase

Oil and Gas: State of the Industry
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Source: Goldman Sachs & CNBC

In the News



• Speaking in Astana, Pulitzer Prize-winning author Daniel Yergin, one of the world’s 

leading authorities on energy, predicted that oil prices would remain low in 2016 

and it would take at least four years for the per-barrel rate to reach viable levels 

for producers

• Big corporations as well as oil rich-countries are preparing their budgets according 

to different possible scenarios: optimistic, realistic and pessimistic. Their 

immediate response is to cut costs

• The sector is busy cutting costs, and IHS believes that companies can now earn a 

similar rate of return at $60 per barrel that they used to be able to generate at $90 

per barrel in the US

• “We are expecting a very significant decline in capital expenditures, on the order 

of 30 percent. A lot of projects are going to be delayed, because the companies 

just simply don’t have money any more. So they’re going to be a lot more choosy 

and careful about how they spend their available money,” said Matthew Sagers, 

Managing Director of business research firm IHS Energy

Oil and Gas: State of the Industry
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The New Reality



• Despite the dramatic recent weakening in global energy markets, ongoing economic 

expansion in Asia – particularly in China and India – will drive continued growth in 

the world’s demand for energy over the next 20 years. Global demand for energy is 

expected to rise by 37% from 2013 to 2035, or by an average of 1.4% a year, lower 

than previously expected but still requiring energy investments so to meet

• And in the US, the demand for oil will increase by around 0.8% each year to 2035

• The current weakness in the oil market, which stems in large part from strong growth 

in tight oil production in the US, is likely to take several years to work through

• In 2014, tight oil production drove US oil output higher by 1.5 million barrels a day,  

the largest single-year rise in US history. But further out, the growth in tight oil is 

likely to slow and Middle East production will gain ground once more

• By the 2030s the US is likely to have become self-sufficient in oil, after having 

imported 60% of its total demand as recently as 2005

Oil and Gas: State of the Industry
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The New Reality

Source: BP Annual Global Energy Outlook 
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Source: BP Annual Global Energy Outlook 

An Adjusted Outlook - Demand & Supply 
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Source: BP Annual Global Energy Outlook 

An Adjusted Outlook - Share of Primary Energy  
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Source: BP Annual Global Energy Outlook 

Outlook - Oil Trade 2035 
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Source: BP Annual Global Energy Outlook 

Outlook - GDP and Consumption
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Source: BP Annual Global Energy Outlook 

Outlook - Low GDP Growth Alternative Case



Upstream

• Wait and hold breath

• In this period of uncertainty and adjustment, it has been easy for value gaps to 

persist, where potential sellers placed premium values on attractive assets, while 

potential buyers did not yet see the bargains they were anticipating

• Fall Borrowing Base Season in process

– Surveys say an average of 15% impact to Borrowing Base expected and less than impact 

to Borrowing Base in Spring season

• Debt structures going to Mezzanine and rate spread increase by 500-800 bps

• Banks clashing with regulators over loan reviews may lead to $3 Billion of less 

capital availability in new conforming, senior debt to the energy E&P firms

Midstream

• Plenty of continued investment, largely in corporate value and lead by ETP

• Capital conditions, structure and costs relatively unchanged

Oil and Gas: State of M&A
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Current Industry Trends 



Global oil and gas M&A deal activity slows (First half and last half of each year)

Oil and Gas: State of M&A
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Highlights

Source: Deloitte Oil and Gas M&A Report
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Oil and Gas M&A Deals by value and count 
(greater than $10MM)

Source: Deloitte Oil and Gas M&A Report



• Deals by count are 61 % down from first half 2015 compared to same 2014

• If the two major oilfield services deals—the combination of Halliburton/ Baker 

Hughes and Schlumberger/Cameron—were also excluded, there would be a 

consistent downward trend in deal value since the second quarter of 2014, 

coincident with the decline in oil prices

• Over half of exploration and production (E&P) upstream deal value through the 

second quarter can be attributed to one large transaction the BG Group 

acquisition by Shell- $80Bn

• 74% of the top 10 deals by value  are in the E&P sector

• North America’s share of the top 10 deals by value and count total 66%

• In the midstream sector, the number of deals consummated or announced in the 

second quarter was slightly above the first quarter of the year, and trending 

above the same period in 2014, although most deals were low in value

Oil and Gas: State of M&A
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Highlights

Source: Deloitte Oil and Gas M&A Report



A number of factors could contribute to explaining the relatively low level of deal 

activity seen so far in this downturn

• The psychology of the market saw many participants anticipating that the price 

downturn would be relatively short-lived, such that short-term activity and cost 

adjustments would be sufficient to ride out a limited period of reduced cash flow 

• Many upstream players, particularly US-based independent producers, had 

hedging programs in place, which afforded a degree of protection to cash flows 

over much of 2015

• Many debt holders have been willing to continue extending debt coverage under 

existing conditions, again in the anticipation of a market upturn, which would 

likely result in a return to anticipated debt repayment schedules

Oil and Gas: State of M&A
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Low Deal Activity

Source: Deloitte Oil and Gas M&A Report



• The longer the price downturn lasts, and, perhaps more importantly, the longer 

market participants think it will last, the more pressure builds from lenders for 

highly leveraged operators to shore up balance sheets with asset sales

• Under this pressure, valuation gaps may erode, in which case buyers are likely to 

emerge, either from the ranks of companies with available cash and/or lower 

leverage or from private equity sources, which see bargain opportunities 

• In the second half of 2015, M&A activity in the oil and gas industry may regain 

momentum as more pressure builds from lenders for highly leveraged operators 

to shore up balance sheets with asset sales. Historically, M&A transactions are 

strongest in the fourth quarter and current indicators point to increased activity 

at the end of 2015

Oil and Gas: State of M&A
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What’s next

Source: Deloitte Oil and Gas M&A Report



• Reducing capital spending � S&P estimates an average 35% reduction in 2015

• Restructuring internal operations, layoffs, wage cuts 

• Pressing oilfield service companies for price cuts

• Asset divestitures 

• Cutting share buyback programs � Exxon, Chevron

• Reduction or suspension of dividends � Linn Energy

• Issuing new equity to strengthen balance sheets � Concho, Encana, Noble Energy

• Issuing second lien and unsecured bonds � SandRidge, Breitburn, Comstock Resources

• Amendment of existing credit  agreements � Chesapeake

• Debt-for-equity exchanges � Halcon Resources

• Debt-for-debt exchanges � Halcon Resources, Midstates Petroleum

• Idea is to exchange unsecured debt for secured debt at a discount and allow investors to 

potentially recover higher amounts in the event of a bankruptcy

• Filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection � Samson Resources (09/15), 

Hercules Offshore (08/15), Sabine Oil & Gas (07/15), Quicksilver Resources (03/15)

Oil and Gas: State of the Industry
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How are E&P companies responding to lower commodity prices? 



Oil and Gas: State of Capital
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U.S. E&P and Oilfield Service Debt and Equity Issuance

• To prepare for upcoming borrowing base reductions, many companies repaid reserve based credit facilities with 

proceeds from public debt issuances

• Companies with access to capital markets also issued equity to strengthen balance sheets

Source: Standard &  Poor’s
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Source: Standard & Poor’s

SD – Selective Default

U.S. E&P Companies Rated by Standard & Poor’s
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High Yield Market Overview
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• Continued concerns over China and low commodity prices coupled with the recent Fed decision on interest 

rates resulted in a significant widening of high yield spreads particularly for energy companies

Source: Guggenheim Investments, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, data as of 9/30/2015.



Capital Sitting on the Sidelines
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• According to Preqin and The Wall Street Journal, energy focused private equity funds will have 

~$140 billion available for deals by the end of 2015 

• It is estimated that energy focused debt funds will have an additional ~$80 billion of availability
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Oil & Gas: Selected Financing Alternatives
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Debt Products Equity Products

Reserve Based Lending Institutional Term Loan High Yield Bonds Mezzanine Private Equity Public Equity

Minimum Size
Availability based on asset 

value and quality

$150 million + / - for 

traditional execution
$200 million+ > $25 million > $15 million > $100 million

Amortization Balance due at maturity
Typically 1% per annum 

with bullet maturity
None None None None

Tenor 3-5 years 5-7 years 7-10 years 5-8 years
Typically 5 -7 year 

investment horizon
None

Security Secured Secured Secured or Unsecured Secured or Unsecured Unsecured Unsecured

Investors Banks
Institutional investors, 

CLOs, hedge funds

Mutual funds, 

insurance companies, 

pension funds, ETFs

Hedge funds, institutional 

investors, asset managers, 

insurance companies

Financial sponsors, 

venture capital funds, 

hedge funds

Mutual funds, 

hedge funds, 

insurance companies, 

pension funds

Marketing
Conference call / bank 

meeting
One bank meeting Multi-city roadshow One lender meeting One-on-one meetings Multi-city roadshow

Time to Market 4 – 6 weeks 6 – 8 weeks 6 – 12 weeks 1 – 3 months 1 – 3 months 3 – 6 months

Advantages

� Favorable execution for 

companies with significant 

reserve value

� Attractive cost

� High prepayment 

flexibility

� Debt capacity in excess of 

asset collateral

� Flexible covenants, longer 

duration

� Minimal amortization

� Prepayment flexibility 

(soft call)

� Typically unsecured,

increases debt capacity

� Maximum financial

flexibility, no maintenance 

covenants or amortization

� Longer term capital

� Deep market, broadens 

investor base

� Increases total debt 

capacity

� Covenant flexibility

� Longer term, patient 

capital

� No ratings or public 

reporting

� High flexibility

� No public filing 

requirements

� Positions capital structure 

for long term growth

� Covenant flexibility

� Longer term, patient 

capital

� Increases total debt 

capacity

� No ratings or public 

reporting

Issues for 

Consideration

� Requires 

borrowing base 

redeterminations

� Debt capacity tied directly 

to borrowing base

� Requires ratings

� Structure typically 

requires revolver to be 

pari passu with TLB

� Markets can be volatile

� Higher cost than bank 

debt

� Non-call periods, less 

prepayment flexibility

� Requires ratings, public 

reporting

� Markets can be volatile

� Higher interest cost

� Equity interest in addition 

to cash and/or PIK 

payments

� Prepayment restrictions, 

make-whole premiums

� Equity dilution 

� Highest cost of capital

� Investor governance 

requirements, board seats 

and other rights

� Equity dilution

� Highest cost of capital

� Size / liquidity

� Sarbanes-Oxley & public 

reporting requirements

� Exposes company to share 

price volatility



Oil & Gas 
Reserves

Proved

Developed

Producing 
(PDP)

Nonproducing 
(PDNP)

Behind Pipe

Shut-in

Undeveloped 
(PUD)

Unproved

Probable

Possible 

Understanding Oil & Gas Reserves
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1P = P90 = Proved Reserves

2P = P50 = Proved + Probable Reserves

3P = P10 = Proved + Probable + Possible Reserves

Probabilistic Reserve EstimatesTypes of Oil & Gas Reserves



Oil & Gas Financing: Risk & Reward Spectrum
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Overview of Reserve Based Credit Facilities
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Borrowing Base

� Maximum amount a lender will loan based on the value of oil & gas properties pledged as collateral 

� Determined semi-annually with at least one reserve report prepared by an independent third party 

petroleum engineering consultant, the second reserve report may be prepared internally

� Both lender and borrower typically have a “wildcard” option to ask for an interim redetermination 

� Each lender makes its own calculation of the borrowing base amount in a manner consistent with 

customary oil and gas lending criteria

� Bank engineers and staff will review  reserve report assumptions such as ultimate recoverable 

reserves, production rates, lease operating expenses, capital expenditures , and make adjustments 

based on professional judgement

Key Bank 

Parameters

� Commodity prices – Bank price deck (Typically 70% to 85% of forward strip) for unhedged volumes, 

hedge prices on hedged volumes

� Risk factors applied to each category of proved reserves to account for mechanical, operating, 

exploration and other risks – PDP: 100%, PDNP: 70%, PUD: 50%

� Advance rate – 55% to 65% of PV-10 or PV-9 value

� Collateral  value comprises no less  than 70% to 80% PDPs, no more than 10% to 20% PUDs

� Diversification among wells / fields – no single well accounts for a large portion of borrowing base

Key Terms

� Financial covenants – leverage, coverage, liquidity 

� Restrictions on additional indebtedness, asset sales, and distributions

� Remedies to cure borrowing base deficiencies 

� First lien deed of trust on at least 80% initial collateral value 

� Loans structured as a revolver or reducing revolver where commitments are reduced by a fixed 

amount to reflect the depletion of reserves



Sample Reserve Report Output
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Source: Netherland Sewell & Associates, Inc.



2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Q4 2014 $77.2 $76.2 $76.0 $76.1 $76.6

Q1 2015 $50.5 $57.2 $61.6 $64.6 $66.8

Q2 2015 $51.0 $57.7 $61.6 $64.4 $66.2

Q3 2015 $48.2 $54.2 $58.5 $61.6 $63.8
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Macquarie Tristone Price Surveys: Average of Participating Banks



Production Rates and Recoverable Reserves
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Source: Laredo Petroleum 

September 2013 Corporate Presentation



Oil & Gas Risk Management
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• Financial – commodity prices, cost of capital, availability of capital

• Economic – global supply of and demand for oil and gas

• Geological – dry holes, reserve uncertainty

• Operational – accidents, failures, delays, high costs, access to quality staff, technology 

breaches

• Legal – title problems, lease expirations

• Market – access to pipelines, refining capacity, competition, alternative fuels

• Environmental – spills, leaks, other hazards, ex: BP Macondo oil spill

• Geopolitical – actions of OPEC, situation in the Middle East, corruption

• Regulatory – oil exports, climate change legislation, availability of tax deductions, 

fracking limitations

Selected Risk Factors

• Tools commonly used by E&P companies – Swaps, Options, Collars, 3-Way Collars

• To hedge or not to hedge? 

• Dodd-Frank Act

Hedging Commodity Price Risk



Oil & Gas Hedging Strategies Surveyed
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My firm’s hedging decisions are primarily driven by:My firm uses the following hedging tools:

What percentage of production do you target when 

hedging in between 12 and 24 months

What % of production do you target when hedging 

in the next 12 months? 

Source: Aegis Energy Risk, Oil & Gas Financial Journal, April 2015
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U.S. E&Ps: % of Hedged Oil Production 2015 vs. 2016

31
Source: IHS

Hedges by Scale and Implied Prices
Oil and gas hedging protections for North American exploration and production (E&P) companies will 
plunge in 2016 to just 11 percent of total production volumes
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Source: Oil & Gas Financial Journal, September 2015

Public Companies
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Risk Management

Disbursements

Collections

Information

• Cash Vault Service/ Armored Carrier

• ACH Collections

• depositBridgePlus

• Deposit Courier Service

• Merchant Card Services

• Retail/Wholesale Lockbox

• Account Transfers

• And many more…

• Business Bill Pay

• ACH Origination-Payments

• ACH Prefund

• taxBridge

• Outgoing Wire Origination

• Positive Pay (ACH and Payee)

• checkBridge

• And many more…

• businessBridgePlus

• BAI Export

• EDI Fax Reporting

• eStatement

• CD ROM (Check Image)

• Hong Kong Info Reporting

• Wire Notification

Receivables

Payables

Information
Management

Products and Services that 
help Improve  Working Capital

Working Capital Management

Source: East West Bank TMS Energy Products



Treasury Management Services for Oil and Gas Firms
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• Treasury Management Services Requirements are Evolving

• Payment Trends/Emerging Ideas

• Same Day ACH/ Faster Payments 

• Renewed Focus on Receivables

• Vendors/Banks (more system integration needs/demands)

• Fraud/Risk Management

• Shifts in Payment Behavior

• C2B

�Significant growth in debit and electronic payments

�Over 50% of payment is online

�Increasing adoption of electronic bill presentment

• B2B

�Nearly half of all B2B payments are electronic or card based

�Residual Wholesale Lockbox

�Electronic payments set to outpace paper 

Source: East West Bank TMS Energy Products



Christina Kitchens

East West Bank

Group Managing Director of National Energy Finance

Tel: (469) 275-7818; Cell: (940) 453-7954

Christina.kitchens@eastwestbank.com

East West Bancorp (NASDAQ: EWBC) is a US publicly traded bank with total assets of $30.1 billion and a market capitalization over 

$6.0 billion as of 6/30/15. EWBC is one of the 25 largest public banks in the US and has been ranked consistently in the top 15 of 

Forbes’ “100 Best Banks in America” for 5 consecutive years. The bank has recently expanded its operations and product footprint

in Texas. The national energy finance platform, hq. in Dallas, TX, is focused to senior debt lending to upstream, midstream and 

downstream middle market companies

AJ Akaydin

Energy Future Holdings

Director of Finance, Treasury

Tel: (214) 812-6554 ; Cell: (972) 841-5467

Aj.akaydin@energyfutureholdings.com
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Contact Information
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Working Capital 
Management Cycle

Receivables Payables

Cash

Sales Work in Progress

Finished Goods

Receivables
• Get Paid

• Options to Pay

• Apply cash

Disbursements
• Low Cost

• Best Rates

• Discounts/Terms

Managing Funds
• Integrate balance and transaction 

reporting

• Pay down debt

• Manage flow, position and 

investments

Treasury Management 
Energy Companies Seek Breaking Down the Basics 

in Working Capital Management

Source: East West Bank TMS



TMS Sales Product Update
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TMS Trends
Requirements on TMS are Evolving

• Market Consolidation - Private Equity firms, banks and, 

vendors are  acquiring TMS vendors as well as larger TMS 

players acquiring smaller market players, often niched 

companies. 

• Global vendors - In line with the market consolidation, TMS 

players are becoming more and more global with broad 

product offerings and strong support networks. 

• ERP suppliers focus on TMS - Treasury departments are 

requesting more functionalities and better system integration 

capabilities from their TMS solution. Traditional ERP suppliers, 

such as SAP and Oracle, have placed more focus on their TMS 

solutions.

• Niche players are expanding capabilities - Niched TMS 

vendors are expanding their capabilities.

• Software as a Service (SaaS) - Treasuries are moving from 

traditional in-house hosted systems into SaaS. Some of the 

youngest vendors on the TMS market are focusing on only 

offer SaaS-based solutions.

TMS 

Trends

Emerging

Trends

Focus

Receivables
Fraud

Trends
Payment

Trends

• Banks are positioning treasury services as a 

growth engine 

• Major banks are undertaking large-scale 

programs to transform their online treasury 

platforms

• They are targeting growth primarily in the 

under-penetrated small and medium-sized 

enterprise (SME) and middle-market 

segments

• They are focused on providing a seamless 

client experience, unified administration, 

and integrated reporting

• Ultimately, their goal is to broaden and 

deepen client relationships to increase 

cross-sell and up-sell

How are Banks Responding?

Source: Alite and East West Bank TMS



TMS Sales Product Update
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Payment Trends and

Emerging Concepts

NACHA Same Day ACH/TCH Faster Payments

• NACHA: The new Same Day ACH Rule provides a 

ubiquitous same-day clearing and settlement capability 

for virtually all ACH payments.

• Facts: 

• Originating financial institutions (ODFIs) would be able to submit files of 

same-day ACH payments through two new clearing windows:

1. A morning submission deadline at 10:30 AM ET, with settlement 

occurring at 1:00 PM.

2. An afternoon submission deadline at 3:00 PM ET, with settlement 

occurring at 5:00 PM.

• International transactions (IATs) and high-value transactions above 

$25,000 would not be eligible. 

• TCH: The Clearing House to undertake a multi-year effort 

to design/develop a secure, real-time payment system.

• Why? Meet consumers’ and businesses’ expectations in an 

increasingly digital economy - system will be designed to address gaps 

in payment processing.

How are Banks Responding?

• Same Day ACH Origination

• Wait and see…

• Optional for those ODFIs that choose to 

offer Same Day ACH

• Concerns with clearing cost (5.2 

cents/item), internal procedures and 

impact to downstream systems

• Receipt of Same Day Entries is not optional 

for RDFIs. 

• Banks (including EWB) is considering 

(sizing)  the potential impacts (file delivery 

schedules, procedures and resources , 

etc.).

• Wait and see on real-time efforts from TCH

TMS 

Trends

Emerging

Trends

Focus

Receivables
Fraud

Trends
Payment

Trends

Source: Alite and East West Bank TMS
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Receivables

Renewed Focus

Industry Statistics

• Corporate treasurers are asking for more accurate, less 

expensive and more efficient ways to manage changing 

payments types.

• As channels and payment types have emerged, new 

systems have been added to manage individual payment 

types. This has resulted in processing silos that increase 

costs, risk and inefficiencies.

• A significant barrier to streamlined receivables processing 

is siloed technology.

• Disparate systems and data leads to time consuming 

manual reconciliation and inefficient working capital 

deployment (ACH, Lockbox and ACH alone are an 

incomplete solution).

• Exceptions, deductions, chargebacks are having a negative 

impact with corporations (its no longer mostly retailers).

How are Banks Responding?

• Banks of all sizes and vendors (not just 

bank vendors – but technology providers in 

general) are responding by implementing 

receivables processing “hubs” that 

integrate the processing of receivables 

information for multiple payment types.

• Some focus on integration, others on 

deductions, most have matching (most all 

banks are building this as an extension to 

Lockbox).

• Yet, regardless of the approach taken, most 

all banks have are focused on creating an 

integrate receivables processing solution 

that aggregates payments and remittance 

detail from any source. 

TMS 

Trends
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Fraud

Trends
Payment
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Source: Alite and East West Bank TMS
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Payment Method Responsible for the Greatest Financial Loss from Fraud 

(Percentage Distribution of Organizations that Suffered Financial Loss from Payments Fraud in 2014) 

• Checks Stand Out – But 

Decreasing

• Easier to Commit than Electronic 

Fraud Methods 

• Access to low-cost Scanners, 

printers, desktop publishing 

software etc. to print and alter 

checks 

• But, Wires Breaking the Trend

• Cards See more Actual Loss 

despite Decrease in Reported 

Fraud 

Source: 2014 - 2015 AFP Payments Fraud and Control Survey, Association for Financial Professionals 
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Trend is Shifting Somewhat 
• Respondents Indicate Either Few Attempts, or Many 

Times Organization Experienced Attempted or 

Actual Check Fraud in 2014 

Source: 2014 - 2015 AFP Payments Fraud and Control Survey, Association for Financial Professionals 

Fraud Control Procedures Less Used in 2014
• Only Non-Bank Fraud Control Services See Gain 

• Declining Check Use Should not Explain this 

Fraud Control Procedures Used to Guard Against 

Check Fraud in 2014
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Trend is Shifting Somewhat 
• Same as checks - respondents Indicate Either Few Attempts, 

or Many 

Protection changes from 2013 - 2014 
• Like Checks, ACH Reconciliation is Declining 

• Larger Organizations use Debit Blocks on All Accounts to a 

Lager Extent 

• Move to have ACH Blocks on All Accounts 

• The Biggest Shift from 2013-2014 is Creating Separate 

Accounts for Debits Initiated by a Third-Party

The Big Takeaway: If you customers are not currently 

performing daily reconciliations – Start now! 

Attempted or Actual ACH Fraud in 2014

Source: 2014 - 2015 AFP Payments Fraud and Control Survey, Association for Financial Professionals 
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Payment Industry

Trends

Decline in check payments accelerating 2014 AFP Study  - Shift in Payment 

Behavior

73%
Writing 

fewer 

checks

B2B Check Trends: 

Total U.S. bill payments

46% 
Made

online 

6% 
Decline in 

mailed 

payments

3-6% 
Growth in 

payments 

by mobile 

TMS 

Trends

Emerging

Trends

Focus

Receivables
Fraud

Trends
Payment

Trends

• Despite the continued decline in their use, paper checks 

remain the dominant payment method.

• The typical organization makes 50 percent of its B2B 

payments by check (74% in 2007 and 57% in 2010).

• At the same time, ACH and wire payments are gaining 

ground but at a somewhat slower rate than in the recent 

past. 

of organizations are likely to 

convert a majority of B2B 

payments from checks to 

electronic in the next 3 years
48

%

of organizations deliver ACH 

remittance information via email74
%

of organizations either currently 

use or will start using in the next 

3 years mobile systems to 

approve payments
55

%

• Mobile and email technology is transforming 

paper-based A/P and A/R processes.

• Electronic reconciliation of remittance 

information is being incorporated into 

accounting systems (enabling STP)

• Cards…  (Commercial Cards, Virtual Cards, etc.)

Source: Alite and East West Bank TMS


